Lifeline and Flexline Passive Locking Systems

Issue: Customers being able to open drawers or top cavity tray without breaking the security seal.

What to look for:

What kind of seal are they using to secure their passive lock?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metro’s Security Seal with notch</th>
<th>Passive Lock with Metro Security Seal</th>
<th>Passive Lock without Metro Security Seal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

- Metro Security Seals (LEC320) are designed with a special notch in them to break when the thumb latch is pushed down or the top cavity tray is pushed back.
- Other Seals may stretch far enough to open the top drawer before breaking or not break at all because of factors such as the material of the seal, how tightly the seal is placed and the durability of the seal.

Does the customer have an “L-Shaped Bracket” on their Thumb Latch?

| Passive Lock without “L-Shaped” Bracket | Passive Lock with “L-Shaped” Bracket |

The “L-Shaped Bracket” adds extra space for the seal to break easily.

To add in the field:
1. Remove the screw underneath the thumb latch
2. Place the “L-Shaped” bracket on the left side, as shown above
3. Reinsert the screw and tighten

“L-Shaped” Bracket Part Number: RPLF-TSEAL

NOTE: This is for current Lifeline and Flexline carts that were manufactured before Oct. 2011, all carts produced after Oct. 2011 had this part in their assembly.